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ABSTRACT
A picture is worth a thousand words. Albeit a cliché, for the fashion
industry, an image of a clothing piece allows one to perceive its
category (e.g., dress), sub-category (e.g., day dress) and properties
(e.g., white colour with floral patterns). The seasonal nature of the
fashion industry creates a highly dynamic and creative domain
with evermore data, making it unpractical to manually describe a
large set of images (of products).
In this paper, we explore the concept of visual recognition for
fashion images through an end-to-end architecture embedding
the hierarchical nature of the annotations directly into the model.
Towards that goal, and inspired by thework of [7], we havemodified
and adapted the original architecture proposal. Namely, we have
removed the message passing layer symmetry to cope with Farfetch
category tree, added extra layers for hierarchy level specificity, and
moved the message passing layer into an enriched latent space.
We compare the proposed unified architecture against state-of-
the-art models and demonstrate the performance advantage of our
model for structuredmulti-level categorization on a dataset of about
350k fashion product images.
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Figure 1: A pictorial example of the result of our automatic
multi-level categorization system.
1 INTRODUCTION
Image classification is a classical Computer Vision problem. Al-
though the advent of Deep Convolutional Neural Networks gave a
dramatic push forward, there is an increasing interest to describe
images and its properties in a richer way. In this vein, more at-
tention has been drawn to multi-label problems and also to the
exploration of label relations.
Such rich descriptions are fundamental in several e-commerce
businesses. Since it is inherently a very visual domain, specifically
for items search, exploring visual information for image categorisa-
tion is key to enhancing product exploration and retrieval. In fact,
in these businesses, it is crucial to retrieve relevant images (with the
desired characteristics) from the users’ textual queries. Moreover,
considering the continuous stream of new products being added to
the catalogues, the automatic generation of image labels can alle-
viate the workload of human annotators, improve quick access to
relevant products, and help generate textual product descriptions.
Specifically, we take advantage of a priori structural knowledge
together with the rich relational information that exists among
product labels and associated concept semantics to improve image
classification, thus enhancing product categorisation and conse-
quent retrieval. We will focus on a real use case that can be easily
generalised for any e-commerce platform. Namely, at Farfetch, a
key player in the luxury fashion market, we aim to improve prod-
uct categorisation and attribute prediction exclusively from visual
features.
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The current Farfetch category tree has five levels (gender, family,
category, sub-category, and attributes), where all levels but one
(attributes level) are mutually exclusive. Thus, the challenge we
propose to address is to simultaneously estimating class predic-
tions for all levels of the category tree for an image, while explic-
itly exploring the structure provided by the mentioned semantic
hierarchy (Figure 1). Our motivation is to reduce the number of
specialized classification models to train, without compromising
(or even, preferably, improving) the performance.
Furthermore, for multi-label classification at the attribute level,
we face a large label space with imbalanced distribution and variable
length prediction, which hinders traditional models.
The contributions of this work are as follows:
• A new method to categorise and predict attributes of fashion
items exclusively from visual features;
• The proposed method is a unified end-to-end deep model
that jointly predicts different concept levels from a hierarchy
tree, thus incorporating the concepts structure;
• We show experimentally that the unified approach outper-
forms state-of-the-art models specialised for each concept
level.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2
we briefly review related works. In Section 3 we introduce and pro-
vide details of our baseline and final model for structured output
image classification. Section 4 presents and discusses the experi-
mental results. Finally, in Section 5 we draw the conclusions.
2 RELATEDWORK
Powered by the creation of large-scale annotated image datasets
such as the ImageNet [4], deep convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) are known to produce state-of-the-art performance on
many visual recognition tasks. They have been effectively used
as universal feature extractors, either in an “off-the-shelf” manner
or through a small amount of “fine tuning”. Among these currently
called "standard" CNNs we can find the VGG [17], ResNet [5], or
the InceptionNet [19].
Many early works approach the multi-label problem as an exten-
sion of the single label methods, learning an independent classifier
for each one. The previous approaches, nevertheless, do not cap-
ture label relations nor impose any a priori known structure. More
recent approaches extend traditional CNNs and learn to incorpo-
rate label relations. One of the first works to explore and enforce
structure on object classification applying deep neural networks
was [3]. This work introduces the Hierarchy and Exclusion Graphs
formalism that enables encoding relations between labels, thus ex-
ploring the rich structure of real world label semantics, rather than
considering all labels as independent and lying in a flat structure.
On top of the previous formalism, this work proposes an inference
algorithm, from the Conditional Random Field family, that uses
label relations as pairwise potentials. The algorithm is implemented
as a standalone layer in a deep neural network that can be added
to any feed-forward architecture. Nevertheless, since their focus is
mainly on the definitions and theorems supporting the proposed
formalism and not on specific architectures to implement it, the
contribution of [3] is primarily at a theoretical level, and thus less
pertinent to our final application.
The work in [22] also addresses the problem of using structured
(e.g. hierarchical) prior knowledge of the image classes and labels
to aid classification. However, it follows a different approach as the
multi-level a priori reasoning is achieved by directly performing
alterations to the deep neural network architecture. This work
revisits multi-scale CNNs to propose a new network architecture
structured as a directed acyclic graph that feeds the several multi-
scale features to the output layer.
In the same vein, as labels are not semantically independent, the
work in [7] takes advantage of label relations to enhance image
classification. The proposed model takes as input an image and the
graph of label relations which encodes the underlying hierarchical
semantic relations. This way, the proposed deep neural network
architecture allows to encode both inter-level (hierarchical) and
intra-level label relations. This is shown to improve inference over
layered visual concepts. The application example given in [7] takes
the WordNet taxonomy as external knowledge, expressing it as a
label relation graph, and learns the structured labels. Resorting to
this framework facilitates the information passing (instantiated by
the message propagation algorithm proposed in this paper) in the
deep network. It is worth noting that this multi-level structured
prediction problem can be interpreted as an instance of multi-task
learning, since the latter outputs estimates for multiple (different
but related) tasks. For more on the multi-task take of the structured
learning proposed in [7] please refer to [13]. The introduced mes-
sage passing scheme for structured semantic propagation is built
on top of a state-of-the-art deep learning platform, in this case a
CNN. To predict the outputs for each level the method adds a final
loss layer. The first method proposed in [7] is the Bidirectional
Inference Neural Network (BINN), a Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN)-like algorithm that integrates structured information for pre-
diction. BINN architecture captures both intra-level and inter-level
relations through two model parameters, one capturing two-way
label relations between two consecutive concept levels, and the
other accounting for the label relations within each concept level.
Subsequently, both [11] and [14] follow approaches similar to Hu
et al. [7] to integrate structure in label prediction. However, the
first tackles not only the multi-label classification, but also the
captioning problem (to do so, this work applies the CNN-RNN en-
coder/decoder design pattern, similar to [20], which has become
popular to address structured label prediction tasks); while the
second performs multi-modal feature learning by concatenating
the visual and textual (extracted from social tags) feature vectors.
Furthermore, [14] assumes training images, ground-truth class la-
bels, and noisy tags are available as training input, and also that
test images with respective noisy tags are available at test time.
The above assumptions, though, do not occur in our case, as we
do not have noisy tags for our test images. Therefore, although
these works seem very interesting and report very promising re-
sults (potentially outperforming the method from [7]), we found
them not to be applicable to our case, and thus beyond the scope of
this paper.
Publicly available datasets include the ClothingAttributes Dataset
[1], Fashionista [21] and DeepFashion, a large scale clothing dataset
published in [12]. The previous datasets are a reference in the fash-
ion scope and can be used for several machine learning tasks, with
the most prominent one to our work being the classification of
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categories and attributes of fashion products. However, all these
datasets lack a hierarchical structure of the annotations, in the
sense that there is not a defined hierarchy between attributes and
categories, nor among the categories itself. Given that a core part
of our contribution relates to the benefit of embedding a hierarchy
into the model framework exploring label relations, we claim that
none of these datasets are suitable for our showcase, and thus have
decided to not use them in our experiments.
Focusing on approaches with application on labelling of fashion
items, we refer the works [2, 10, 18]. Particularly, [18] performs
clothing style and attribute recognition via training specific de-
tectors (with traditional hand-crafted features) for each fashion
attribute. [2] crawled the internet to gather a dataset from fashion
e-commerce websites to perform weakly supervised image retrieval
and tagging. This work trains two different and independent deep
models to perform multi-class categorisation and attribute labelling.
In [10] a deep model is also trained on a fashion dataset to perform
image retrieval. The goal of the latter work is cross-modal search
(using text as an additional source of information), and rule-based
image operations are applied to the dataset. Yet, none of the pre-
vious works account label relations or hierarchical structure in a
unified model, thus differing from our proposed method.
3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 The task
Our goal is to classify an input image across our entire categori-
sation tree (see Figure 2). The current Farfetch category tree is
composed by five categorisation levels: gender, family, category,
sub-category and attribute. More specifically, the family, category,
and sub-category levels are mutually exclusive, while at the at-
tribute level, a product can have more than one attribute. As a
consequence, when we approach the problem by jointly classify-
ing all levels of a product (using its image), the classifications at
the category and sub-category levels are multi-class classification
problems, whereas at the attribute level we face a multi-label clas-
sification problem. The family, category, and sub-category levels
follow a hierarchical structure, meaning that knowing a child level
allows the parent level to be directly inferred. On the other hand,
there are some attributes shared by different categories, preventing
a direct inference of the parent level.
The family and gender are not considered here, while the remain-
ing three levels will be learnt. The reason to discard the former two
relates to the fact that the family level is so generic that without a
proper category level prediction provides little value. On the con-
trary, most categories and sub-categories are gender-specific, thus
the estimated category and sub-category automatically reveal the
gender.
In summary, our task is defined as follows: given the image of a
product, classify its proper category, sub-category and attributes
(as depicted in Figure 2). The gender and family are automatically
inferred from the respective predictions.
3.2 First Approach
For well defined and classic visual classification problems, with a
single classification output, the current state-of-the-art approaches
  
	
Figure 2: Each image is associated with visual con-
cepts from several levels. We aim to jointly predict the
classes/attributes for all levels only using visual features.
have proved to be quite capable, as previously discussed in Sec-
tions 1 and 2.
By decomposing the previously mentioned task as three inde-
pendent categorisation problems, we can directly plug in most of
the standard state-of-the-art models to develop the first approach.
Namely, a custom ResNet-50 [5] fine-tuned for our domain can be
instantiated to solve each learning task individually. The proposed
base architecture for our first approach is a ResNet-50 connected
to a Multilayer Perceptron of size 1024 with a ReLU function as
the activation layer followed by another Multilayer Perceptron
in the output dimension space. Depending on the type of output
(multi-class or multi-label), the final activation function will be
a softmax or a sigmoid function, respectively. The Inception [19]
and VGG [17] were also considered as the base CNN, however the
ResNet-50 achieved slightly better performance.
Considering this model architecture as the "template", we im-
plemented a pipeline of such specialised deep "template" neural
network models as our baseline (see Figure 3). More precisely, the
first model predicts the category for each product and then, de-
pending on the estimated category (e.g. dress category), the image
is fed to a second model, specialised in the sub-categories of that
specific predicted category (e.g., dress type sub-categories). The
same reasoning is applied to attribute prediction, i.e., a specific type
of attribute predicting model (e.g. specific model for dress length
or dress silhouette type of attributes) is invoked if the product is
firstly predicted to belong to the category dress. This approach
allows the creation of models specialised into very small tasks that
could potentially achieve good results when combined in a large
group of "simple models". However, this forms a pipeline of specific
models dependencies that is not taking advantage of the underly-
ing level relations/structure, and also is not scalable to cover all
product types, as numerous models would have to be trained and
maintained.
Regarding the training process, only the final eleven layers of
the ResNet-50 (corresponding to the last convolutional block) are
allowed to have its weights re-trained. The chosen optimiser was
Adam [8]. The choice of the complete architecture, depicted in Fig-
ure 3, was the result of a comprehensive process of experimentation
supported by the most recent findings in the literature.
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Figure 3: A schematic representation of our first approach architecture.
3.3 Proposed model
Let us consider an example of the intuition behind the proposed
structured learning in the Farfetch scenario (see a category tree ex-
ample in Figure 4): we know that day dress (sub-category) is a dress
(category), t-shirts and jerseys (sub-category) are tops (category),
and since the dresses and tops categories are mutually exclusive, an
image with a high score for dress should increase the probability
of the (sub-category) day dress while decreasing the probability for
(sub-category) t-shirt and jerseys. The same reasoning can be ap-
plied seamlessly for the relation between categories and attributes.
Our proposed architecture (shown in Figure 5) is inspired by the
BINN method of Hu et al. [7]. However, unlike [7] who assumes
symmetry in the message propagation, we adapted this architec-
ture to the Farfetch scenario, where the category level influences
the sub-category (and vice-versa), and also the attribute level (and
vice versa). Yet, note that there is no direct influence between the
sub-category and attribute levels (see Figure 4), and our message
propagation scheme is not symmetrical with respect to the con-
cept levels (see also message propagation block of Figure 5 and
Figure 6). Although such influence, between the subcategory and
attribute levels, might be logical, we opted to stick with the struc-
ture that reflects our business model category tree, not to mention
that including this influence would considerably increase the model
complexity. Moreover, instead of applying the Message Propaga-
tion in the output space, we have decided to do it in the latent
space of higher dimension. The intuition relies on the concept that
propagating each level distinctive features (thus using the latent
space) to the other levels should enhance the results even further
than propagating just a mere certainty or doubt (output dimension
space) regarding a classification per level.
After performing some preliminary tests with the previous ar-
chitecture we saw indications that the latent image feature vector
output by the ResNet [5] was not able to generalise well to the
Clothing
Coats Dresses Tops Skirts
Long
Dress
Length
Short
Neckline
Round Square
Day 
Dresses
Evening
Dresses
Figure 4: Category tree example. Visual concepts are hier-
archically structured and thus we can use graphs to repre-
sent different level concepts (categories, sub-categories and
attributes) relations.
three (with very different specificities) concept levels. Therefore,
to fix this symptom, we have tried two variants of the architec-
ture: a first one where a Multilayer Perceptron is added for each
level between the ResNet output and the beginning of the Message
Propagation block, allowing the CNN output to be modified into
an enriched and specialised dimensional space before feeding the
Message Propagation block; and a second approach that tries to
embed this specificity information into the ResNet itself. Specifi-
cally, we individually retrain the final layers of ResNet [5] for each
level, thus increasing the number of layers inside our CNN box.
As we will discuss in the Experimental Results section, the first
approach outperforms the latter.
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ResNet
-50
Multi-layer	
perceptron	for	each	
level
Output	Multi-layer	
perceptron	+	
Activation
Figure 5: Proposed unified model high-level architecture: category, sub-category and label prediction framework.
Message Propagation Block. Themessage propagation block is
ultimately responsible for the hierarchical structure of our proposed
model. Since our implementation differs in some aspects from the
original one from [7], we present it in more detail. Figures 6 and 7
show the architecture of our message propagation block.
This block has three inputs, a latent vector per level:xcat ,xsub−cat ,
xattr ibute standing for category, sub-category, and attribute, re-
spectively. The architecture resembles a traditional bi-directional
layer with each direction being shown on the left and right side of
Figure 6. The choice of a bi-directional approach to instantiate the
intra-level relations is supported by the idea that the information
from relevant patterns to detect a category (category latent infor-
mation) could potentially benefit the extraction of relevant patterns
towards a sub-category prediction, so would the other way around.
On the left side of Figure 6, we start on the highest level of the
hierarchy and propagate the category latent information towards
the sub-category and attributes levels. On the right side, the infor-
mation is propagated on the inverse direction. Notice that there is
no direct connection between the sub-category and attribute level.
This connection is not present in our hierarchy tree, and adding
that connection to the network would considerably increase the
number of parameters to be learned without any strong reason to
support such an increase in complexity.
The levels that are lacking a Dense and Add layers (see Figure 6)
are explained by the fact that they are not receiving any information
from another conceptual level from the hierarchy. Namely, on the
top to bottom direction, this happens on the category level, since it
is the top level that propagates to the sub-category and attribute
level. On the bottom to top direction, both the sub-category and
attribute levels are simpler, since both are the source of upwards
propagation to the category level.
The boxes in blue and green in Figure 6 are the intermediate
outputs of each direction of the message passing block per hier-
archy level. Each pair has still to be merged into a single vector.
Figure 7 shows how this last step is achieved. Essentially, each
pair is summed with an extra Dense layer. The three outputs of
the Message Propagation are then fed into the Output Multi-Layer
Perceptron.
ImplementationDetails. We implemented our proposedmodel
in Keras, with TensorFlow as the backend. The message passing
block (that encodes the category tree) is built on top of the off-the-
shelf convolutional neural network ResNet-50 [5], pre-trained (i.e.,
with weights initialised as the weights learned after training the
network) on the ImageNet [4]. Additionally, three parallel dense
layers (one per hierarchy level) of dimension 1024 are connected to
the output of the ResNet-50. These will be the inputs of the Message
Propagation block.
Every Dense layer defined in the Message Propagation block is
of dimension 1024 with a L2-norm regularization and regularization
factor of 0.0005 (promoting the learning of more uniform weights,
thus reducing the risk of over-fitting) followed by ReLU activation
layers. The final Dense layers of this block (the Dense layers shown
in Figure 7) are also followed by a Dropout [6] of rate 0.3.
The full architecture (encompassing the ResNet-50, intermediate
dense layers for each level and the message passing block) totals
46.915.690 trainable parameters.
Output activations for each level predictions depend on the prob-
lem at hands, i.e., as the category and sub-category level predictions
are multi-class problems we use a softmax function as activation,
while at the attribute level we have a multi-label problem and thus
we use a sigmoid activation function.
The network is trained by minimising a weighted cross-entropy
loss for each level in order to estimate the parameters that originate
the most correct predictions for the category, sub-category and
attribute levels. A weighting mechanism is used to address class
imbalance, a common issue that also arises in our dataset. In partic-
ular, we compute the occurrence frequency of each class/label and
apply a customised cross-entropy loss where the penalisation is
weighted by the inverse of its frequency. Hence, the loss for predict-
ing more frequent classes is down-weighted while when predicting
more rare classes the loss is penalised. This way, all classes per
level should be equally important during the training process of
the model. Also, contrarily to what is presented in [7], we train
our model in a single-shot fashion (end-to-end). The loss functions
are optimised via backpropagation and batched-based Adam [8],
with a batch size of 32 images and a learning rate of 0.001 for this
optimiser. Although stochastic gradient methods may not converge
to an optimal point, as discussed in [15], Adam and its variants have
empirically demonstrated leading performance when compared to
other state-of-the-art optimisers [15].
During the training phase, to perform data augmentation, we
apply random transformations (including flipping, cropping and
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SubCategory sub_cat
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Figure 6: First part of the Message Passing block (downwards and upwards inter-level and intra-level propagation).
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Figure 7: Second part of theMessage Passing block (merging
the result of each direction from the first part of themessage
passing).
rotating) to the input images (with each input having a fixed prob-
ability of 50% of suffering such a transformation). Augmenting the
dataset with synthetically generated images from the input images
has been proved to be a particularly effective way of regularizing
deep neural networks [9, 16]. Specifically, we have seen great per-
formance improvements after including data augmentation in our
model (a further analysis of these results, though, is out of the scope
of this work).
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Dataset
Our dataset is composed of Farfetch front-side images, with a single
product centred on a homogeneous and clean white background,
and the associated ground truth labels for each concept level (one
category label, one sub-category label, and, potentially, one or mul-
tiple labels for the attributes level). It is important to highlight
that data is manually annotated and may not always be consistent,
namely at the attributes level. For example, one t-shirt may have
sleeve length and neckline shape annotations while a different t-
shirt may only be annotated relative to sleeve length (i.e. missing
data). This brings extra difficulty to our problem.
The assembled dataset contains 356,553 products and their corre-
sponding images (one per product) of size 255x340 (these images are
then resized to the ResNet input dimension of 224x224 pixels). As
stated, each product has an associated category and sub-category,
according to the categories and sub-categories from Farfetch cat-
egory tree. The former consists of 64 possible labels, while the
latter has 95 possible values. As expected, this is a highly unbal-
anced dataset. Each category has on average 5571 products, the
most frequent one (tops) having 42565 products, and the less nu-
merous (fine bracelets) containing only 307 products. On the other
hand, for sub-categories the mean count is 2306, the maximum (for
jumpers) is 15523, and the minimum (for sport tank tops) 250. In
terms of attributes, there are 75 of them. The most frequent one
(occasion/casual) appears in 38624 products, and the less common
(neckline/halterneck) shows up in 330 products. The mean value is
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cardinality
products 356553
categories 64
sub-categories 95
attributes 75
Table 1: Assembled dataset entity cardinality.
mean max min
products / category 5571 42565 307
products /sub-category 2306 15523 250
products /attribute 4574 38624 330
attributes / product 0.96 5 0
Table 2: Average, maximum and minimum number of prod-
ucts per hierarchical level and attributes per product.
4573 products per attribute. Conversely, each product has, on aver-
age, 0.96 attributes. The number of attributes per product ranges
between 0 and 5. Refer to Tables 1 and 2 for a concise description
of our dataset. We consider a 75%/25% train/test split.
Evaluation Metrics: For category and sub-category classifica-
tion we choose the class with highest estimated confidence score.
For the multi-label attribute classification, the labels are predicted
as positive if the predicted label confidence is greater than 0.75.
This threshold was chosen in conjunction with the business (to
find a good ratio between adding new attributes without making
serious mistakes). Nevertheless, we will present some metrics that
are threshold independent to allow a better comparison between
each approach.
For the multi-class problems, for category and sub-category
levels, we report overall precision (OP), recall (OR), and F1-score
(OF1), weighted by class support, i.e., the number of true instances
for each class. Therefore, given that we are using a weighted version
of the macro precision and recall, the resulting F1-scores may not
be between precision and recall.
For the multi-label classification, at attributes level, we also em-
ploy overall precision (OP), recall (OR), and F1-score (OF1) for
performance comparison. Moreover, we use precision (P@k), recall
(R@k) and F1-score (F1@k) @ top K labels (where K is the number
of ground truth labels that each product is annotated with). We also
report the average precision (AP), which summarises the precision-
recall curve. The previous metrics allow us to assess the method
performance irrespective of defining a threshold on the confidence
scores for positive/negative classification. For all these metrics, the
larger value, the better the performance. Specially for the fashion
e-commerce business, a high recall for attribute labelling is very rel-
evant in terms of platform usability, since the more attributes that
are associated to a product, the more products can be found/indexed
by a larger set of filters/queries, thus improving product discov-
erability. Moreover, since the ground truth annotations naturally
contain missing labels (products of the same category may not be all
annotated for the same visual properties), recall @ top K turns out
XXXXXXXXXMethod
Metric OP OR OF1
Baseline 80.01 79.43 78.73
Ours - ResNet Indep 82.77 82.65 82.65
Ours - No MP 81.66 82.57 81.47
Ours - final 83.53 84.16 83.35
Table 3: Quantitative results for Category level.
to be a rather strict evaluation metric. Therefore, we also present
qualitative results to assess our model’s performance (see Figure 8).
Comparedmethods: To validate and evaluate the performance
of the proposed method we compare it against our first approach
(pipeline of different ResNet-50 for each category level, see Sec-
tion 3.2 and Figure 3), which we dub as baseline. We also design
some variations of our proposed method (see Section 3.3), to fur-
ther validate its effectiveness as a whole and of some of its parts
(performing a brief ablation analysis). Specifically, the first varia-
tion is equal to our model but with the final 11 layers (equivalent
to the last convolutional block (block 5c)) of ResNet-50 indepen-
dently re-trained for each output level, while the second variation
is our proposed model with the message passing scheme replaced
by dense layers, independent from each other, after each ResNet-50
output. We designed the latter alternative so we could assess the
importance of the Message Passing in our network. However, sim-
ply removing it from the network would not lead to a clear and fair
comparison given that the final number of parameters would be
severely reduced. Therefore, we have replaced the Message Passing
block by consecutive Dense layers of dimension 1024 per level so
that, approximately, the number of trainable parameters would
remain the same as in our proposed model.
With the first variation, denoted as Ours - ResNet Indep, we in-
vestigate whether trying to obtain independent high-level features
(from ResNet-50), that will be possibly more specific and discrim-
inative for each different level, can be beneficial to our problem.
Whereas with the second alternative, referred as Ours - No MP, we
aim to validate the inclusion of the block of message passing among
our concept levels.
4.2 Results and Discussion
Category level. Experimental results on our dataset concerning
category level are shown in Table 3. To obtain these results we
used all images from our dataset and, as ground truth, the cate-
gory annotations to train the baseline method, and the annotations
from all levels to train the variants of our proposed model. We
can observe that all variants of the proposed method outperform
the baseline, thus supporting our unified approach. In particular,
our final approach attains better results than its variants for all
considered metrics. This seems to indicate that both sharing the
final ResNet-50 layers and including the message passing scheme
inspired in [7] are valuable to the final model performance.
Sub-category level. For sub-category and attributes level, we
can only compare the baseline for some categories, as the baseline
method is, for each sub-category and attribute type, an instantiation
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Dresses | CoatsXXXXXXXXXMethod
Metric OP OR OF1
Baseline 58.24|60.88 59.61|58.7 56.00|54.43
Ours - ResNet Indep 56.2|42.98 54.76|44.93 54.73|40.58
Ours - No MP 57.46|48.89 48.73|44.03 51.56|43.35
Ours - final 59.41|52.95 57.68|51.11 56.48|49.49
Table 4: Quantitative results for sub-category level for
Dresses and Coats categories.
XXXXXXXXXMethod
Metric OP OR OF1
Ours - ResNet Indep 45.74 34.90 29.60
Ours - No MP 42.03 34.21 29.20
Ours - final 42.68 37.00 29.39
Table 5: Quantitative results for sub-category level over all
categories.
of a pipeline of specific models, thus not covering all classes. Only
our final proposed model and its variants have full coverage and
only for those we can report global performance results. Hence,
for a fair comparison, we report performance results for specific
categories (Dresses and Coats) in Table 4, and global results (over
all categories) in Table 5. The results in Table 4 were obtained by
selecting from the dataset the products belonging to either the
Dresses or Coats categories.
We claim that this comparison benefits the baseline model for
the following reasons:
• In the baseline approach, a product is only fed into the sub-
category model specialised for dresses if the generic category
model had predicted the respective product to be a dress. It
means that if the latter makes a wrong prediction, all the
subsequent predictions (sub-category and attributes) will be
automatically wrong. In our analysis, we assume that the
generic category model is 100% accurate;
• Each specialised sub-category model has an output dimen-
sion space much smaller than our unified approach. Namely,
for dresses, there are only 4 possible sub-categories, while
our approach can theoretically predict any of the 95 sub-
categories referred in Section 4.1.
Analysing Table 5, although our final method does not evaluate
the best for all metrics, we see a result consistent with the ones
obtained for category level (in Table 3) regarding the importance of
the message passing scheme (again, the model without this scheme
- Ours - No MP is the worst performing among the variants).
Attribute level. As discussed above, and similarly to the sub-
category level, we show separate results for specific categories
in Table 6 and global results in Table 7. Note that for the same
reasons as in the sub-category level, the baseline approach has
some advantage under this type of comparison. Considering the
examined multi-label metrics, and differently from the sub-category
results for the specific categories, our proposed method beats the
baseline for both Dresses and Coats for all but one metric (OP).
Importantly, the F1@K improves over the OF1 (that considers all
predicted attributes), showing that the meaningful attributes are
indeed predicted with high scores. Furthermore, our final model
outperforms its two variants for all metrics except one for each
category, supporting once more our design choices.
Another interesting result noted from our evaluation is that the
average number of attributes estimated per product by our proposed
model is 2.07, much higher than the average number of manual
attributes 0.96. Thus, even if some attributes are wrongly predicted,
it seems safe to say that the model, by inferringmissing entries, tries
to generalise; that is, it can estimate attributes that were missing in
manual labelling, thus providing a more complete (and probably
more consistent) description across products. We highlight that
we do not directly address the missing data issue, however our
proposed model seems to de-emphasize its harmful effect, as it is
able to generalize attributes within similar products. This behaviour
can be observed on some products of Figure 8, namely for the dress
and the boot, where the attributes shown in blue were not manually
assigned in the ground truth but match the visual characteristics of
the products, thus extending the captured visual properties.
Additionally, as our proposed model employs a unified design,
that considers (differently from the baseline) categories, sub-categories
and attributes altogether, the issue of associating inconsistent sub-
categories or attributes to categories arises. To test and discard
this possibility we listed the co-occurrences of categories and sub-
categories as well as of categories and attributes and found that less
than 1% of these pairs were inconsistent (i.e., a skirt sub-category
or attribute is assigned to a top category). This result points out
that the model is, in fact, able to correctly capture the relations
among concepts across levels.
Some qualitative results of our proposed method (predictions for
different types of products) can be visualised in Figure 8.
From the previous results we can pinpoint some limitations of
our method. Stemming from the fact that we only use a single
front-side image for each product there are some ambiguities such
as scale (seen in Figure 8 for the coat with mid versus long length
attribute prediction, and for the last bag with the low confidence
score obtained for shoulder bag category prediction), or details that
are not visible from the front side. The majority of these limitations,
however, could be addressed by adopting a multi-view approach,
where several images (views) of the same product are used to train
the model.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel unified approach to categorise and
predict attributes of fashion products. Our approach relies on the
principle work of [7] by jointly learning different concept levels
from a hierarchy tree, thus exploring the relations among labels. Our
experimental analysis shows improvements for all categorisation
levels upon a set of models specialised for each concept level based
on the state-of-the-art (our baseline), in addition to allowing a
full coverage of all product types. Moreover, the two variants of
our final model seem to validate our design choices (sharing the
final ResNet layers and including the adapted message passing
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Dresses | CoatsXXXXXXXXXMethod
Metric OP OR OF1 P@k R@k F1@k AP
Baseline 59.37| 50.80 35.48|28.9 38.04|23.05 55.10|49.64 45.79|30.24 45.07|24.61 54.26|50.81
Ours - ResNet Indep 43.51|45.43 85.66|77.95 55.6|55.01 60.92|60.48 57.97|57.28 56.74|55.14 55.99|48.38
Ours - No MP 44.22|44.05 82.52|70.84 54.92|52.58 59.15|55.49 57.63|59.11 55.82|52.27 53.82|47.78
Ours - final 46.10|43.86 86.00|80.23 58.61|55.26 65.34|63.75 65.37|58.50 64.49|56.10 60.88|51.22
Table 6: Quantitative results for Dresses and Coats attributes.
XXXXXXXXXMethod
Metric OP OR OF1 P@k R@k F1@k AP
Ours - ResNet Indep 47.55 85.16 58.51 66.63 66.33 64.63 59.04
Ours - No MP 47.17 84.51 58.04 65.25 66.09 63.40 57.79
Ours - final 49.22 86.75 60.60 69.19 70.78 68.86 61.91
Table 7: Quantitative results for attributes for all classes.
scheme from [7]). Importantly, we have shown that with a single
model (our unified approach) we achieve competitive results in
sub-category classification and even outperform the framework of
a series of specialised models for both category classification and
attribute labelling. In particular, for the multi-label problem tackled
for the attributes level, we have verified that our model is able to
predict a higher number of attributes globally, thus producing more
consistent and complete annotations over all types of products than
the ground truth annotations. We believe these findings can bring
substantial benefits to the problem of image labelling for fashion
e-commerce.
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Figure 8: Examples of prediction results on some products from our dataset.We compare the predictions with the ground truth
annotations. Correct predictions (matching the ground-truth) are shown in green, incorrect are in red, correct predictions
missing in the ground truth annotations are in blue, and correct predictions but with a low confidence are in yellow.
